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Abstract: Aggregation is an operation that returns a result 
value through a computational process on the data which sat-
isfy a certain condition. Recently many applications use ag-
gregation to analyze spatiotemporal data. Although spatiotem-
poral data change its states over time, previous aggregation 
works have only dealt with spatial or temporal aspect of object. 
In this paper we propose spatiotemporal aggregate functions 
that operate on spatiotemporal data. The proposed algorithms 
are evaluated through some implementation results. The ex-
periment results show that the proposed aggregate functions 
are applicable  to spatiotemporal data efficiently. 
Keywords: Spatiotemporal aggregate functions. 
 
 

1. Introduction1 
 
 Most of applications such as geographic, agriculture, 
and weather management systems have a common char-
acteristic that the semantics of spatial and time -varying 
data are the major elements. A wide range of applica-
tions manage spatial, time -varying, or spatiotemporal 
data[1]. These applications can handle the user’s various 
queries for spatiotemporal data analysis. In particular, 
one of the query operations, aggregation is an operation 
that returns a summarized data through a computational 
process on the data which satisfy a certain condition. 

As an example consider an agriculture management 
system. Users can query on spatiotemporal data, such as 
“given an arbitrary spatial region compute the total pre-
cipitation of rain falls in this region in 1999”. Query has 
both temporal and spatial constraints and focuses on the 
past and current time. However, previous works have 
been attached only to temporal or spatial so that are not 
directly available in real world. 
 This paper addresses these problems by proposing spa-
tiotemporal aggregate functions. The proposed aggregate 
functions operate on spatiotemporal data. And these can 
represent query briefly than other application.  

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
describes related works in the spatial and temporal ag-
gregate functions. Section 3 defines spatiotemporal ag-
gregate functions. Section 4 describes algorithms of the 
proposed spatiotemporal aggregate functions. In section 
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5, the proposed spatiotemporal aggregate functions will 
be implemented and evaluated with the estate manage-
ment application. Finally, Section 6 present conclusion 
of our work and future directions. 
 

2. Related Works l 
 
 Many approaches have been recently proposed to ad-
dress temporal or spatial aggregate functions. The aggre-
gation in temporal databases, that is, temporal aggrega-
tion is an extension of conventional aggregation on do-
main and range of aggregates to include time concept. In 
[2,3], they proposed the temporal aggregate functions 
that are performed on the historical information of time-
varying data such as TIMEFRIST, TIMELAST, and 
TIMEMIN and so on. Also spatial aggregation per-
formed on the spatial data. [4] proposed spatial aggregate 
function such as MAXgeo and MINgeo. The MAXgeo 
returns the max object satisfying some condition. 
 However, these aggregate functions have a problem 
that can’t apply to spatiotemporal data directly. There-
fore we propose the spatiotemporal aggregate functions 
which are directly applied to the spatiotemporal data to 
solve the above problem. 
 

3. Definition 
 

In this section, we propose the spatiotemporal aggre-
gate functions which operate spatiotemporal data and 
define the proposed aggregate functions. Table1 shows 
notations for definition our spatiotemporal aggregate 
functions. 

 
Table 1. Notations for Spatiotemporal Aggregate Function. 

Notation Descriptions 

A an attribute of spatial object  

SC a construction factor of spatial object(MBR) 

W L a layer of given window area 

F L a retrieved layer of spatial data 

CVT common valid time 

‘ a current relation 

 
Definition 1 . Spatial (FL) stCOUNT Spatial (WL) 
= [COUNT (∀ FL) with ∃ SC′(FL) ∩ ∃ SC′(WL) ∧ CVT(FL , WL)] 

 

Definition 2 . Spatial (FL) stSUM Spatial (WL) 
= [SUM (∀A′( FL)) with ∃ SC′(FL) ∩ ∃ SC′(WL) ∧ CVT(FL , WL)] 

 



Definition 3 . Spatial (FL) stAVG Spatial (WL) 
= [AVG (SUM (A′( FL)) /COUNT (FL)) 

with ∃ SC′(FL) ∩ ∃ SC′(WL) ∧ CVT(FL , WL)] 
 
Definition 4 . Spatial (FL) stMAX Spatial (WL) 

= [MAX (FL) with ∃ SC′(FL) ∩ ∃ SC′(WL) ∧ CVT(FL , WL)] 
 
Definition 5 . stMAX ⇔ stMIN 
 

4. Aggregate Algorithms 
 
We describe algorithms of spatiotemporal aggregate 

functions that are able to analyze data statistically to 
generate summarized information through computation 
on the past and current information. The proposed ag-
gregate functions can be classified into two different 
categories: the computational aggregate function and the 
selective aggregate function. 
 
1) Algorithms of Computational Aggregate Functions 
 

The value of the computational aggregate is obtained 
by accumulating certain computations such as stSUM, 
stCOUNT, and stAVG.  
 

Table 2. Algorithm of stSUM. 

Input : Source Object, Target Object  
Output : sum of feature attributes 
Method : 
Identify input features from the window;   /* query window */ 
While(Check current feature schema) {   
/*extract spatiotemporal satisfying spatiotemporal conditions */ 
If (feature fid in current feature schema equal feature fid in input 

tuple){ 
     if(valid time of feature fid in current feature schema <= 

valid time of feature fid in input tuple) {  
         for(Retrieve all tuple != NULL) { 
            stSUM+ = aggregated attributes; 
                  } 

                } 
             } 

 return stSUM 
  } 
End stSUM  /* result of stSUM */ 

 
The algorithm of stSUM returns sum value of spatio-

temporal attribute satisfying spatiotemporal conditions. 
 

Table 3. Algorithm of stCOUNT. 

Input : Source Object, Target Object  
Output : count of features 
Method : 
Identify input features from the window   /* query window */ 
While (Check current feature schema) { 
/*extract spatiotemporal satisfying spatiotemporal conditions */ 
 If (Feature fid in current feature schema equal feature fid in input 

tuple ) { 
     If (Validtime of feature fid in current feature schema <= 

validtime of feature fid in input tuple) { 
         for (Retrieve all tuple != NULL) { 
            stCOUNT+ = aggregated features; 
                 } 

                } 
             } 

return stCOUNT; 
   } 

End stCOUNT   
 

Table 3 shows stCOUNT that returns numbers of 
counted objects satisfying spatiotemporal conditions. 

 
Table 4. Algorithm of stAVG. 

Input : Source Object, Target Object  
Output : average of feature attribute 
Method : 
Identify input features from the window;   /* query window */ 
While (Check current feature schema) {   
/*extract spatiotemporal satisfying spatiotemporal conditions */ 
 If (Feature fid in current feature schema equal feature fid in input 

tuple ) { 
     If (Validtime of feature fid in current feature schema <= 

validtime of feature fid in input tuple) { 
         for (Retrieve all tuple != NULL) { 
               SUM+ = aggregated attributes; 
               COUNT+ = aggregated features; 
             } 
         stAVG = SUM / COUNT; 

         } 
       } 

return stAVG; 
    } 

End stAVG   

 
The algorithm of stAVG returns average value that is 

obtained by dividing stSUM by stCOUNT. 
 
2) Algorithms of Selective Aggregate Functions 
 

The value of the selective aggregate is obtained by se-
lecting a representative value among the values of tuples. 
stMAX and stMIN are the selective aggregate functions. 
The algorithm of stMAX returns the object which has 
the max attribute value satisfying the given interval and 
query window. 

 
Table 5. Algorithm of stMAX. 

Input : Source Object, Target Object  
Output : feature of Max attribute  
Method : 
Identify input features from the window;    /* query window */ 
While(Check current feature schema) { 
/*extract spatiotemporal satisfying spatiotemporal conditions */ 
 If (Feature fid in current feature schema equal feature fid in input 

tuple ) { 
     If (Validtime of feature fid in current feature schema <=  

validtime of feature fid in input tuple) { 
         for (Retrieve all tuple != NULL) { 
            MAX = feature attribute; 

stMAX = MAX(fid); 
            If (next feature attribute > MAX) 
               MAX = feature attribute; 
               stMAX = MAX(fid); 
                  } 

return stMAX; 
               } 
             } 

           } 
End stMAX 

 
 Also the stMIN returns the object of min attribute value 
among entire attributes of objects satisfying some condi-



tions. 
 

Table 6. Algorithm of stMIN.  

Input : Source Object, Target Object  
Output : feature of Min attribute  
Method : 
Identify input features from the window;    /* query window */ 
While (Check current feature schema) { 
/*extract spatiotemporal satisfying spatiotemporal conditions */ 
 If (Feature fid in current feature schema equal feature fid in input 

tuple ) { 
     If (Validtime of feature fid in current feature schema <=  

validtime of feature fid in input tuple) { 
         for (Retrieve all tuple != NULL) { 
            MIN = first feature attribute; 

stMIN = MIN(fid); 
            If (next feature attribute < MIN) 
               MIN = next feature attribute; 
               stMIN = MIN(fid); 
                  } 

return stMIN; 
               } 
             } 

           } 
End stMIN 

 
5. Implementation and Evaluation 

 
In this section, we implemented the proposed spatio-

temporal aggregate functions that apply to the estate 
management application. We used the OpenGL Graphic 
Library, Visual C++6.0 and MS SQL Server for imple-
menting the prototype. In the experiment, we showed 
that the proposed aggregate functions apply to spatio-
temporal data directly in the fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Result of Execution. 

 
We also compared our proposed aggregate functions 

with that of SDE(Spatial Database Engine). Table 7 is to 
represent query statement “given an arbitrary estate re-
gion compute the number of bank from March to Sep-
tember in 2000”, in order to compare with the proposed 
aggregate function and SDE. The proposed aggregate 
functions show how any spatiotemporal aggregate query 
can be expressed very efficiently without any spatial 
analysis information.  
 

 

Table 7. Comparison of query representations. 

SDE(Spatial Database Engine) 
Spatiotemporal Aggre-

gate Function 
Feature zonef, pesgf; 
Zonelayer = s100; 
Pescnt = 0; 
For (ret = SE_get_feature_by_layer 
(zonelayer, &zonef,  
Zone=ESTATE ); ret = SUCCESS; 
Ret = SE_get_next_feature (&zonef)) 
{ /* for */ 
SE_set_search_by_feature(&zonef); 
For returncode=SE_search(estlayer, 
SM_AI, &estgf, 
USE=BANK, VTs >= 01-Mar-00 and 
VTe < 31-Sep-00); ret= SUCCESS;  
ret=SE_next_search(&estgf)) 
Pescnt++; 
} /* outer loop */ 

SELECT S.stCOUNT(T) 
FROM s100 S, s100 T 
WHERE S.zone = ESTATE 
and T.USE = BANK and 
T.tIntersects(S) and 
S.validtime PERIOD 
‘01-Mar-00, 31-Sep-00’; 

 

 
6. Conclusion 

 
 Aggregate functions are essential to statistical tasks and 
decision support applications. The current demand of 
aggregate operations relates to spatiotemporal data 
which are contained both spatial and temporal data con-
currently. However previous works just dealt with spatial 
or temporal aspect of object. 

To overcome the limitations of previous work, we pro-
posed the aggregate functions, such as stCOUNT, stSUM, 
stAVG, stMAX, stMIN, and described algorithms. The 
proposed aggregate functions are suitable for statistical 
analysis on temporal and spatial information of various 
spatiotemporal data which are stored in spatiotemporal 
database. We then implemented our proposed aggregate 
function by example of spatiotemporal query and com-
pared query representation of proposed aggregate func-
tion with SDE. The estate management system can rep-
resent query briefly than other application by using the 
proposed aggregate functions. 
 In the future we plan to improve aggregate algorithms 
and index for process of aggregate query. We also will 
propose extended spatiotemporal aggregate functions. 
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